
De!ne Me
Cancer Doesn’t  

Cancer. It’s the one word you never want to hear your doctor say. It’s a powerful 
word: one that can still increase heart rates and instill fear instantly for many. 
But today, survival rates are increasing at a staggering pace. In fact, there 
are now 12 million cancer survivors in the United States, according to just-
released statistics by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). 

Each time a poll is completed, the numbers are shown to increase. For instance, in 2007 
(the latest year available) there were 11.7 million survivors compared with 9.8 million in 
2001 and just 3 million in 1971! Another encouraging aspect of the CDC report is that it 
shows increased long-term survivors with about 7 million being 65 years or older and 4.7 
million who had been diagnosed 10 or more years earlier. 

Today, with dedicated physicians and nurses—as well as amazing break-throughs in 
technology and research—it’s not only possible to “survive” cancer, but to be transformed 
by it, transcend it and actually thrive afterwards. When I asked cancer survivors to describe 
their experiences, words like fear and isolation were surprisingly rarely mentioned. Instead, 
I heard the experience of cancer described as “awakening, motivating, spiritual and even 
amazing.” How can this be? Listen to the voices of the victorious. !ese brave men and 
women have little in common except being from the South Bay and bene"ting from Tor-
rance Memorial’s talented physicians, nurses and sta# who saw them through an incredibly 
personal battle with cancer—and win.

VICTORIOUS VOICES
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INES ALMEIDA-CERVENAK: THE GENTLE WARRIOR 

“Courage doesn’t always roar. Sometimes 
courage is the quiet voice at the end of the day 
saying, ‘I will try again tomorrow.’” 

I read this quote by Mary Anne Radmach-
er and instantly thought of Ines. As I walked 
up to meet her at a local co#ee shop, I instant-
ly could sense her shy, yet strong nature. With 
gentle eyes and a suspended smile, at "rst 
glance, it’s hard to imagine what this woman 

has endured. Diagnosed with breast cancer in 
2009 at the age of 44, this South Bay mother 
and wife recalled that her world, as she knew 
it, “had changed forever.”

Nothing about breast cancer is easy. First 
there’s surgery, then chemotherapy, radiation, 
the loss of your hair, and of course, the fear 
that continues to build within. To combat the 
fear, a cancer patient needs to embrace sup-

port and Ines said she had that with “out-
standing doctors and nurses from TMMC 
and God, family and friends.” 

Ines lovingly “christened” her physician 
David Chan, MD, of Cancer Care Associates 
with the nickname “!e Rock Star” and refers 
friends to his “gem of a book”: Breast Cancer: 
Real Questions, Real Answers as it explains 
every phase of recovery.

“I could not have done this alone. !is 
is something survivors should not do alone. 
Outstanding doctors walked me through each 
phase of my recovery starting with surgery, 
chemo and radiation. I also joined a support 
group at !e Wellness Community. By the 
time I "nished, I felt like I ran a marathon, 
climbed Mt. Everest, and swam the Paci"c 
Ocean. Phew!”

Now in full recovery, Ines candidly refers to 
the experience as eye-opening and she contin-
ues to bene"t from her new sense of con"dence.

“I am stronger than I thought I was. I am 
bulging with muscles you can’t see. !ese you 
can’t buy—you have to earn them! ... I am a 
Mother, Wife, Friend, Sister, Survivor, Warrior, 
and... a Muscle Girl! I have evolved, hopefully, 
for the better.”

Obviously, for the better. And Ines is now 
more passionate than ever about helping others. 

“I am not the same person I was prior to June 
1, 2009. !is experience is bigger than me. If I 
can help others by lending a hand, than I will 
do it. Cancer didn’t make me this way, it just en-
hanced what was already there and rea$rmed 
my outlook on how I chose to live my life.”

In an e#ort to continue to lead a healthful 
and mindful life, Ines walks almost daily and is 
training in meditation. She excitedly plans to 
run in the Revlon Run/Walk for Women May 
7 and meet the Dali Lama when he comes to 
University of Southern California.

 !e best part of being a survivor is how 
blessed every moment feels.

“I don’t want to be controlled by this. I want 
to enjoy my life and to be in the moment. I 
let most things go now. I don’t sweat the small 
stu#. I really appreciate so much more now.”
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MARK POPE: 
TENACIOUS FIGHTER 

Mark Pope’s enthusiasm is infectious. It’s 
hard to believe that this tan, "t father of four was 
"ghting for his life two years ago. His laughter 
booms, his eyes sparkle and he leans forward of-
ten for emphasis as he talks about his incredible 
struggle with head and neck cancer.

Flowers and congratulatory cards are in 
the den of his Palos Verdes house and I learn 
that his wife Lisa, aka “Itchie,” gave birth to a 
fourth daughter just three weeks earlier. 

“I’m outnumbered!” Mark cried with obvi-
ous glee. “Kallen is Irish for mighty warrior and 
she is de"nitely our new life baby!” 

His eyes tear up as do my own, when the 
miracle of this new life sinks in. Especially 
since he was diagnosed at 48, two years ago, 
with stage 4 head and neck cancer. His case is 
quite unique as he battled more than just can-
cer—but also multiple infections, complica-
tions and later a disease that temporarily par-
alyzed him. His "ghting attitude—his sheer 
determination to get better—is obviously why 
he has a fourth daughter today.

“Attitude is everything. I never asked ‘why 
me?’ and I think that’s good. I just thought, 
‘better me than someone else who’s not as 
strong as me. !at helped me get through.”

And strength was de"nitely required for 
him to beat the odds. Imagine having a crick 
in your neck and later learning that you have 
stage 4 head and neck cancer? His surgery to 
remove 30 nodes—nine of which were cancer-
ous—required an incision to be made from his 
left ear down to his clavicle and another one 
from his clavicle to the end of his shoulder. 

His surgery, however, was much easier to 
endure than chemo and radiation, which ren-
dered him unable to eat—creating his need for 
a feeding tube. What should have been a rou-
tine procedure, turned out to “be a nightmare.”

“I took pain meds when I really needed them. 
I just couldn’t eat. I was 215 pounds before sur-
gery and dropped to 165 pounds. I needed a 
feeding tube, but who would have thought that 
it would become such a serious issue.”

Pope explained that he was in the hospi-
tal for eight days as he kept throwing up when 
anything was put into him—causing stitches to 
pop. To insert the tube, stomach muscles had 
to be cut, but the pain medications made his 
stomach muscles go to sleep and he couldn’t 
digest much-needed sustenance. 

Finally he stopped taking the pain medica-
tions on his own accord as he said he’d rather 
endure “agony” and get food down. Ironically, he 
also caught an intestinal bug during this time.

Diagnosed in December 2008, by July 2009, 
his feeding tube was out and although he was 
anemic and weak, he still managed to go on 
holiday with his wife and three daughters. Just 
as he was beginning to get his strength back, 
Mark had a huge setback. 

One morning later that July, Mark walked 
into the kitchen and collapsed—his legs buck-
led underneath him. Not wanting to worry his 
wife, Mark recalled locking his legs and calling 
out to her as she left for work. He knew it was 
bad, but “after everything she’s been through 
with me, I just didn’t want to scare her,” he said.

Instead, he called friends to take him to the 
emergency room. By the time he arrived, he 
could no longer move his legs at all. Numer-
ous tests with neurologists con"rmed he had 
contracted a very rare disease called Guillian-
Barre syndrome. Dr. Chan said no other cancer 

patient of his has ever had this disease that is 
typically contracted virally.

“Everything shut down. Only one arm 
worked, my right arm. I was in the hospital at 
Torrance Memorial for three weeks. It’s bizarre. 
You wake up healthy and the next day, para-
lyzed, just like that.” 

SHEER DETERMINATION
Even though Mark was told to take things 

slow and not to begin rehab when at the hos-
pital undergoing extensive treatment, he didn’t 
wait. Even when most of his body couldn’t 
move, he threw light bean bags with his one 
working arm in order to %ex his wrist. Al-
though discharged with a walker, Mark refused 
to use it—trying to ensure that he’d continue 
to use his muscles. 

It’s hard to believe that in July 2009 this 
man was "ghting cancer and paralysis. Now 
in remission, Mark can often be found gol"ng 
with his wife and swimming with his daugh-
ters: Peyton and Penny, 8 years, Kelsey, 5 years 
and Kallen, 5 weeks. 

“I feel so blessed. My family and wife have 
been great. And this community, our friends are 
amazing. Wow, when the word leaked out about 
me—my wife set up a caring bridge web site—
we had meals delivered and folks picking up the 
girls for four months! It’s was unbelievable.” “I am stronger 

than I thought I 
was. I am bulging 
with muscles you 
can’t see. These 
you can’t buy—you 
have to earn them!
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pain she couldn’t lift her feet one inch o# 
the bed and she was a bit discouraged by 
the “railroad tracks up my tummy.” 
!e following week, however, she 

could walk up and down her stairs at her 
home alone. Within three weeks she was 
walking on the beach again—"ve weeks 
before she was estimated to do so.

Clearly, attitude and determina-
tion helped her recovery—but so did 
acupuncture. While she has no way of 
gauging how much acupuncture helped, 
she is convinced that seeing an acu-
puncturist three times before surgery 
made a di#erence. It seemed to help her 
endure chemotherapy as well. 

“I did so well throughout chemo. I 
never needed any blood medications—
what they give you when your red blood 
cells drop. !e nurses would say ‘your 
red blood cell levels are as high as mine!’ 
!e only time it [red blood cell levels] 
dropped was the one time I had chemo 
without acupuncture "rst, as my acupunc-
turist was out of town.”

To put into perspective how well 
she coped with her year of chemo at 64, 
Waters explained that she never missed 
a day of work. She credits acupuncture, 
but also timing chemo always on Friday 
afternoons. Since the e#ects of chemo 
are cumulative, by Sunday she would be 
feeling poorly and not able to get out of 
bed. “But by Monday, I was always bet-
ter and able to work.”

Waters loves her work and at 71, 
she is still seeing patients—but no lon-
ger works full-time. How can she? !e 
mother of three, John, Danae and Julie, 
also has seven grandchildren and three 
great-grandchildren to spend time with.

“I am so very blessed,” she explained. 
And her experience with cancer makes 
her all that more appreciative. 

“I see it [her battle with cancer] as 
part of my journey here. I think now, 
how can I use the experience to en-
hance my life? I’m now much more 
aware spiritually and it’s more clear to 
me how powerful it is and how impor-
tant it is to be positive in life,” she added.

Her advice to others? 
“Have gratitude in life and focus on 

what you have, and not what you don’t 
have. It’s  so important.”

NORMA WATERS: DIVINE INTERVENTION

Whenever anyone asks Norma Waters, a 
71-year-old family and marriage therapist from 
Redondo Beach about her battle with cancer, 
she’ll reply, “My ovaries had cancer, I didn’t.” 

Waters laughed as she explained that she 
borrowed that line from Ronald Reagan—who 
inspired her when explaining to reporters that 
his prostate had cancer, he didn’t.  

Obviously, Waters has a great sense of hu-
mor, but she has an even more inspiring atti-
tude. I was surprised to hear her use the words 

“amazing and spiritual” when describing her ex-
perience with cancer eight years ago.

It does seem that she had a bit of divine 
intervention, leading her to an incredible self-
diagnosis. Waters didn’t have any symptoms or 
warning signs leading her to think she had can-
cer. At 64, she still walked six days a week, ate 
healthy foods and wasn’t over-weight. Luckily, 
a sign came to her in the form of a vivid dream.

“I had a dream. I was in a room at dusk with a 

bunch of people. I could see my son and he stood 
up and said one word to me: ‘cancer’. Boom, just 
like that I woke up. I began doing an internal 
[mental] check: my bowels are "ne, kidneys "ne, 
I had a hysterectomy, so not that. And then I in-
stinctively knew what it was—my ovaries.”

“!at dream was very, very powerful. It felt 
spiritual. It was an amazing experience.”
!at mo    rning she called to make an ap-

pointment with a cancer specialist, but couldn’t 
be seen for two weeks. She couldn’t see her 
other doctor right away either. So upon coun-
sel of one of her daughters, Waters “just went 
to her OBGYN.” Luckily her doctor squeezed 
her in after Waters told her that she thought 
she had ovarian cancer. After hearing that she 
had a hard time breathing as she climbed her 
stairs, her physician sent her straight to the 
emergency room.

“I went to the ER at 11 a.m. and by 3 p.m. 
all the tests [blood, ultrasound and EKG] con-

"rmed that I had stage 3 ovarian cancer.”
While many people would be terri"ed by 

that news, Waters took it in stride. 
“I had no fear. I’m a very spiritual person and 

I just thought, ‘God, if it’s time for me to go, ok. 
But if I have more work to do here, ok too.”

Obviously, Waters had much more work to 
do here. Luckily, her obstetrician referred her 
to Ramin Mirhashemi, MD, of Gynecologi-
cal Oncology Associates in Torrance. While 
Mirhashemi is well-known for his expertise 
in utilizing robotic surgery for cancer patients, 
Waters explained that his optimism was what 
helped her the most.

“Dr. Mirhashemi was so positive and he ex-
plained to me that many people survive "fteen 
years or longer after this type of cancer. His 
optimism and support helped me.”
!e experience wasn’t exactly easy, but Wa-

ters sailed through surgery and recovery. !e day 
of surgery Waters said she woke up in so much 

While cancer rates may not be de-
creasing, (the CDC estimates that 
in 2006, 24.6 million hospital visits 
were related to cancer) people 

are surviving at dramatic rates— even with late 
cancer diagnosis. This is mainly due to “stagger-
ing advances in technology and research,” says 
Ramin Mirhashemi, MD, of Gynecological Oncol-
ogy Associates in Torrance.  

Dr. Mirhashemi knows a bit or two about 
advances in technology, as he has extensive 
experience in utilizing robotic surgery to battle 
gynecologic conditions and has published more 
than 60 journal and research articles and book 
chapters relative to women’s health. 

In 2007, Mirhashemi introduced Robotic Sur-
gery to Torrance Memorial and his practice was 
the !rst in the South Bay to use the state-of-the-
art DaVinci system that he claims has “dramati-
cally changed treatment of patients with various 
benign and malignant gynecologic conditions.” 

Mirhashemi treats patients who mainly have 
cervical, uterine and ovarian cancers and he 
claims with the robotic surgery, major open ob-
dominal operations are converted to minimally 
invasive operations known as “bandaid surgery.”

With the system, physicians are now able to 
conduct surgery making 1 centimeter incisions 
rather than 15 to 20 centimeter incisions. Recov-
ery time has also decreased remarkably as now 
some surgeries take only two weeks rather than 
four months. 

“Some patients [after robotic surgery] go 
home after one day! There is also much less 
pain,” the doctor explained. 

This is mainly because the robotic camera, 
with its three-dimensional view, allows a physi-

cian to be more concise with more predictability.  
“We are at the cutting edge at Torrance 

Memorial, there is no doubt in my mind,” he 
reiterates.

Advances in technology continue to race and 
Mirhashemi is excited about the future for cancer 
research and treatment.  

“In the next decade or two, we’re going to 
look back and think what we were doing now 
[for cancer therapy and treatment] was from the 
dinosaur days. There is so much potential with 
target-directed therapies that surgery may not 
even be necessary to treat certain cancers.”

Mirhashemi also predicts that within 20 years 
doctors will be able to offer personalized treat-
ments for patients. 

“Patient X may have a different treatment 
plan than Patient Y with the same cancer based 
on their own genomic makeup. The potential for 
the future is exciting,” Mirhashemi reiterated.

“I had no fear. I’m a very 
spiritual person and I just 
thought, ‘God, if it’s time for 
me to go, ok. But if I have 
more work to do here, ok too.”

Torrance Memorial @ the Cutting Edge
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